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Be Careful What You Wish For 
 
 
What to do. What to do. We listen to the news every day and various doctors and scientists are telling us 

what is best to do about the Covid 19 Virus. Then you throw in some politicians and news people and 

what do you get?  Confused and uncertain about what to do for yourself in this situation? 

 

Well we should fall back on science, right? Science is unbiased, right? Science is objective, right? 

Science has the unique ability to see the material world, see the Universe as it really is, right? We lived 

with that illusion right up until the beginning of the 20th Century. We believed the world was a great 

machine. And if we could examine and measure that machine down to its smallest part, we would be able 

to explain reality in its entirety. Then Einstein, and a bunch of other people called Physicists, turned that 

theory on its head. The Scientific Method led them to examine reality on the quantum level. We all know 

what the microscopic level is. Below that is the molecular level. Below that is the atomic level.  Lastly, we 

arrive at the quantum level. That is really, really, small. At that level, the world is composed of quanta. A 

quantum is the minimum amount of any physical entity (or property) involved in an interaction. At that 

level of reality, matter exists in a state of potential to express itself as either a wave or a particle.  All the 

math involved here is calculating the probability of the of the probability of the outcome of measuring the 

entity or property involved. If that gobbledygook is confusing, it boils down to this…reality lives in a state 

of potential until a measurement or observation occurs. Then it shows up as either particle or wave. For 

you and me that means it shows up as either matter or energy. Now this strange calculating of probability 

has produced a most reliable tool for manipulating the material world. It has produced the amazing array 

of technology we have in our everyday life! 

 

But wait. What about that sentence that says reality lives in a state of potential until a measurement or 

observation occurs? At that point Einstein and company started talking about the Universe being a great 

thought rather than a great machine. The conversation got spiritual. You see someone or something with 

consciousness is necessary to call forth reality into expression. This made all of them uncomfortable 

because they were Scientists. They were examining the world objectively, right?  All that got swept under 

the rug in 1933 at the first international Physics conference. They threw out the philosophy and kept the 

math. After all, they were Scientists.  

 

If you followed any of that, the point is that objectivity is an illusion. Science is a perspective that explains 

how to operate in: the world, a car, a table saw, a human body. It does not say anything about primal 

cause. You know, who started it in the first place? That is because it comes back to consciousness. I am 

conscious. You are conscious. 7.8 billion humans on the planet earth are currently conscious, give or 

take. The implication here is we all are calling forth the manifestation of reality. We are the consciousness 

looking, measuring, observing the world. We are calling it forth collectively, whether we know it or not. A 

few years ago, I read a comment from a quantum physicist who posited that maybe our place in creation 



is that we exist at a place on the cosmic scale that is special. He pointed out that we can be aware of the 

world from the smallest level (quantum) to the largest level (cosmic). We currently know of no other 

beings capable of this. He went so far as to speculate that maybe we are the mind of God observing 

his/her own creation. That thought rocked me, at the time.  

 

I listened to Dr. Rick Bright this week on the news. He was testifying before congress. I heard him list his 

credentials and job titles. He established his scientific objectivity. He reported some scientific data and 

then he said, “I am scared.” After I heard that I knew I was listening to someone’s opinion guided by their 

emotion. We are conscious entities with emotional responses to our internal and external experiences, 

whether we are Scientists or truck drivers or food service workers. 

 

Is the worst of the pandemic over? Do we need to isolate/distance ourselves from each other until the 

economy is totally wrecked?  Should our kids stay out of classroom interaction for six months, or a year? 

It is all so confusing. It is all so hard to know what the best thing to do is. Who should we listen to? 

 

For myself I intend to listen to any “expert” scientific, political, or otherwise who is optimistic. I intend to 

ignore any prophets of doom and dire consequences.  If I am right about our emotions controlling how life 

shows up, being optimistic will influence the outcome of this pandemic. If I am wrong, I have not lost a 

damn thing, have I?!  For kicks and giggles, go to YouTube and look up George Carlin’s video on Germs 

& Immune System.  

 

Be well and Prosper. 

 


